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PRO DUC T S +  SE RV I CE S G U I D E

The Timken Company

»  Established in 1899 by Henry Timken, who patented the tapered roller bearing

»  Headquarted in Canton, Ohio, USA

»  Listed on the New York Stock Exchange since 1922 (TKR)

»  Annual sales of $3 billion

»  17.000 associates worldwide

»  Global manufacturing and logistics network

 Serving Europe and Beyond

Headquartered in Colmar, France, the European operations of The Timken 

Company serve global bearing and mechanical power transmission markets. 

An expansive distribution centre in Strasbourg, France supports our 

customers around the clock and we’ve simplified ordering and logistics to 

make it easy to get products when and where you want them.  

A further 200 technology, manufacturing, sales and distribution facilities 

situated around the world put Timken expertise within easy reach of 

European customers.

Six manufacturing plants in Europe are committed to deliver the quality 

products you demand.  This capacity is supplemented by a global network 

designed to make your supply chain as efficient as possible.

Engineering excellence and advice is available at all our European  sales 

locations and research centres.  These highly skilled teams are ready to solve 

challenges and ensure a continuous flow of products, services and solutions 

to meet your needs.

No matter what challenge you face, call on the team at Timken to help 

you overcome the toughest problems. Together, there is nothing we can’t 

improve. Together, we are stronger, by design. For more information,  

visit us at  www.timken.com.

» BEARINGS

» HOUSED UNITS

»  POWER TRANSMISSION  
SOLUTIONS

» REPAIR AND SUPPORT 

» KNOWLEDGE AND SERVICES

WWW.TIMKEN.COM

Stronger. By Design. 

The Timken team applies their know-how to improve 
the reliability and performance of machinery in diverse 
markets worldwide. The company designs, makes and 
markets high-performance mechanical components, 
including bearings, gears, chain and related mechanical 
power transmission products and services.
 
Stronger. Commitment.   Stronger. Value.   Stronger. Worldwide.   Stronger. Together.  |  Stronger. By Design.



S U M M A R Y  A D V A N T A G E S

TAPERED ROLLER 
BEARINGS Single-, double- and four-row 

configurations, along with 
integrated assemblies to manage 
both radial and thrust loads in the 
most unforgiving conditions

Manage the challenge of high 
radial loads with innovations that 
help extend bearing life and  
boost reliability

Comprehensive line of single-, 
double- and multi-row versions 
helps extend equipment life and 
lower maintenance costs

Ideal for when axial loads meet 
high speeds, heavy loads or other 
challenging conditions

Engineered to perform in a wide 
range of applications, from electric 
motors to agricultural implements 
to food processing equipment

» Increase power density with a smaller,  
 lighter bearing
» Industry’s broadest range of inch and  
 metric sizes 

» Run at consistently lower temperatures than  
 same-size competitive bearings
» Optimized internal geometries deliver highest  
 load ratings in the industry

» EMA high-performance series offers premium  
 brass land-riding cages that reduce operating  
 temperatures

» Provide optimum performance in both  
 standard and custom designs
» Meet virtually any application need with  
 cylindrical, spherical, tapered and ball types

» Radial varieties tolerate relatively high-speed  
 operation under various load conditions
» Angular contact designs include contact  
 angles that support both radial and axial loads

B E AR I N GS

SPHERICAL ROLLER 
BEARINGS

CYLINDRICAL ROLLER 
BEARINGS

THRUST BEARINGS 

BALL BEARINGS

S U M M A R Y  A D V A N T A G E S

SUPER PRECISION  
BALL BEARINGS

Ideal for ultra-high speed 
applications requiring both tight 
tolerances and super-fine surface 
finishes

» Meet the highest industry standards –  
 including ABEC 9 – in tolerance levels
» Deliver higher yields and lower costs
» High-performance cage designs allow for  
 superior operation at high speeds

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Preferred solution for rolling mill 
applications where high radial 
load capacity is required in a 
limited space

S U M M A R Y  A D V A N T A G E S

INTEGRATED BEARINGS

Manage the challenge of high 
radial loads with innovations that 
help extend bearing life and boost 
reliability

When complex application 
requirements test the limits 
of typical bearings, Timken 
intelligent bearing solutions 
provide the capabilities needed to 
ensure optimum performance

Combines cylindrical and spherical 
roller bearing designs into one 
easy-to-assemble, high capacity 
configuration

Innovative selection of hard  
coatings and topographical 
modifications for individual 
or combined use help boost 
the performance of precision 
components in difficult  
applications

»  Proprietary sealing solutions that reduce 
contamination ingress and extend 
bearing life

»  Sensor-Pac™, with its integral sensing 
system design, is the first automotive 
wheel-end bearing to deliver total traction 
control under any condition

»  Ideal for applications with combined 
misalignment and axial displacement

»  High capacity configuration for continuous 
caster applications

» Helps enhance performance and reliability in  
 equipment with marginal lubrication or in  
 high-debris environments
» Supports increased system durability  
 and reduced warranty costs

I N N OVATIV E SO LU TI O NS

INTELLIGENT BEARINGS

ADAPT

COATINGS AND  
ENGINEERED  
SURFACES

S U M M A R Y  A D V A N T A G E S

SNT/SAF PLUMMER (PILLOW) 
BLOCK HOUSED UNITS

Customizable design, 
interchangeable components and 
reliable spherical roller bearings 
provide heavy-duty performance

Cast steel housings with high-
performance spherical roller 
bearings deliver outstanding 
durability in extreme conditions, 
including severe shock loads  
and vibration

A new standard in performance 
with the highest dynamic load 
ratings in the industry

Easy installation, multi-seal design 
and flexible options help support 
a wide range of demanding 
applications and conditions

» Easily convert from fixed to float  
 configurations in the field
» Easy-to-remove cap for inspections,  
 replacement and maintenance

» Multiple sealing options offer protection  
 from contaminants 
» Can be mounted and aligned in 15 minutes
» Easily convert from fixed to float  
 configurations in the field

» Seal provides industry-leading protection  
 against contamination
» Optimized internal geometries help improve  
 bearing life and performance

» Provide advanced protection against  
 contaminants in a robust, compact unit
» Effective grease retention and reduced  
 debris and moisture ingress help  
 improve performance

H O USE D U N IT S

SPHERICAL ROLLER 
BEARING SOLID BLOCK 
HOUSED UNITS

TYPE E TAPERED ROLLER 
BEARING HOUSED UNITS

BALL BEARING 
HOUSED UNITS

S U M M A R Y  A D V A N T A G E S

Easy to install and require no  
lubrication, with a life span that 
matches the rotating equipment  
to help keep overall cost of 
ownership low

Manufactured to meet or exceed 
ANSI standards and excel in tough, 
high-performance applications

Using a choice of lubricants, delivery 
systems dispense precise amounts of 
lubricants in virtually any application, 
from simple, single-point needs to 
multi-point systems

A vast range of high quality 
lubricants for many applications

» Transmit the same or more torque than a gear,  
 grid, chain or other elastomeric coupling with  
 similar dimensions
» Easy to replace coupling insert without moving  
 hubs – maintenance takes minutes 

» Wide-waisted link plates help improve stress  
 distribution for better performance
» Precision hole quality increases working load  
 and pin retention

» High-performance additives optimize  
 consistent operation under high-temperature,  
 high-wear and wet conditions

» Patented chain lubrication systems inject oil  
 where it’s needed for reduced wear and  
 longer life
»  Multifaceted delivery systems serve virtually 

any application – from simple single point 
needs to multi point systems where an 
automated process can maximise uptime and 
reduce maintenance costs

POWER TRANSMISSION SOLUTIONS

COUPLINGS

CHAIN

 LUBRICATION  
SYSTEMS

S U M M A R Y  A D V A N T A G E S

BEARING 
REMANUFACTURING

Return bearings for heavy 
industrial, rail and aerospace 
applications – even other brands – 
to like-new condition

Inspect, repair and upgrade of 
gearboxes, electric motors and 
controls to OEM specs – regardless 
of manufacturer

Using data, testing and technical 
resources, our engineers thrive on 
solving challenges and seeking 
ways to prevent future problems

Precision tools to install, remove 
and maintain bearings in the 
easiest, safest manner possible, 
including impact fitting tools, 
hydraulic/mechanical pullers and 
induction heaters

» Extend service life by up to three times
» Save up to 60% on the cost of  
 replacement bearings

» Expansive knowledge base and superior  
 problem-solving skills meet any challenge

» Offer on-site problem solving, life cycle  
 calculations, interface design options, bearing  
 inspections and evaluations
» Uncover new paths to greater efficiency  
 and productivity

» Maximize productivity and uptime
» Hands-on field training provides practical  
 instruction on tool use and maintenance

R E PAI R AN D SU PPO R T

INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

SERVICE ENGINEERING

MAINTENANCE  
TOOLS

S U M M A R Y  A D V A N T A G E S

TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES
More than a century of experience  
in friction management and 
materials science means cleaner, 
stronger materials and an ever- 
growing selection of high-
performance products

Enjoy the ease and convenience  
of online services with a variety  
of options

On-site training, end-user 
maintenance seminars and 
bearing certification programs 
help in selecting bearings and 
optimizing system performance 

» Application engineers excel  
 at identifying and overcoming unique  
 challenges, using the most advanced  
 analytics in the industry

» Access www.timken.com for product  
 selection tools, CAD drawings, dimensional  
 tolerances and more
» Use online stores to check product  
 availability, place orders and track order  
 status – 24/7

» Tailored training addresses audience needs – 
  from bearing basics to advanced best practices
» Certification programs help maintenance  
 shops gain efficiencies and improve  
 performance

K N OWLE D G E AN D SE RV I CE S

ONLINE SERVICES

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION

FRICTION HAS MET ITS MATCH.

Our full range of bearings, housed units, power transmission products and 
advanced services is hard at work in countless industries around the world. 
Designed for excellence, Timken’s high-performance portfolio helps your 
equipment run better – and boosts your profitability.

Syber Program analyzes bearing 
systems, helps optimize design and 
development, and predict potential 
damage

» Helps speed system concept-to-design stage  
 with fewer test requirements
» Available customer-specific software versions  
 offer base design analytic capabilities

ADVANCED BEARING  
ANALYSIS SYSTEM

MULTI-ROW BEARINGS

» Ideal as a table bearing for machine tools,  
 including vertical boring and grinding  
 machines
» Unique design delivers lower operating  
 temperatures and high-speed performance

Combine the compactness of 
a single-row bearing with the 
stability of a two-row bearing 
for high rotational accuracy and 
rigidity in a space-saving design 

PRECISION CROSSED 
ROLLER BEARINGS

»  4-row tapered roller bearings for radial and 
axial loading and 

»  4-row cylindrical bearings for radial loading 
applications

 LUBRICANTS

Our commitment to your success is our driving force – and it grows stronger 
by the day. Let us help you overcome any challenge standing in the way.  
For more information, visit us at  www.timken.com.

 


